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Deepak Chopraâ€™s best-selling guide to creating abundance and prosperity is now on CD and

read by the author. Based on seven natural laws that govern all creation, this book shatters the

myth that success results only from hard work, exacting plans, and driving ambition. Deepak Chopra

offers a life-altering perspective on attaining success: Once we understand our true nature and learn

to live in harmony with these natural laws, well-being, good health, fulfilling relationships, energy

and enthusiasm for life, and material abundance can be achieved. Simple yet profound, the

bookâ€™s timeless wisdom and practical steps can be applied with surprisingly quick results.

&#147;A must-read for anyone who missed The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran.â€• &#151; The New York

Times --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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As I read the customer reviews about "The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success", I find it fascinating

that the reviews are almost without exception one of two types; "Five stars--very positive--this book

changed my life" or "One star--this new-age drivel makes me sick, please do not give your money to

this man who is only using feel-good rhetoric to liberate the gullible from their money" There are not

many reactions that are in the middle.I think extreme opposing reactions are typical to great works.

And I do think that this is a great work.The reason that I think it is so good is because the author is

inspired to write what he does. This is a man who , from what I can tell, has been a seeker all his

life. Ever the seeker, his path has led him to become an inspired teacher. To paraphrase

Einstein--"Great minds have always had violent opposition by mediocre minds" But, I digress.The



important point that I want to express here is that it DOES NOT MATTER if what Mr. Chopra says is

true or not. What is important is that it inspires real, positive change in peoples lives. The inspiration

and the change are what are real. The details are irrelevant.I have read this book many times

because the words awaken something in my soul that has always been there.If you believe what

Mr. Chopra says then that is all that matters. If you think it is bunk, then that is all that matters as

well. The power of ones belief is EVERYTHING. It can change lives, conquer countries, kill millions,

or deliver someone from the depths of hell to the gates of heaven. It can also do absolutely

nothing--depending on the believer and what is believed.

The subheading of this book "the Fulfillment of your Dreams" is quite a fascinating concept. This

best-selling author, guides the reader down a path of 'success', outlining principles and disciplines

bound to help anyone reach a higher spiritual plane. This book shows you how to discover and

unleash your 'true' self by breaking away from fear~ based thinking ( seeking approval of our

actions/ needing to control /and a need for power are all fear~based methods of thinking). In fact,

readers are urged to break away from the 'Pavlov effect' by resisting conditional reflexive responses

triggered by circumstances out of one's control. Mr. Chopra goes on to explain that most people

spend the majority of their energy connvincing or persuading others of their point of view. He asks

the reader to understand that what they are feeling is not someone else's fault, instead one should

take responsibility for one's own thoughts and actions.There was a phrase that caught my attention.

It read, "The operational software of your soul is karma, memory & desire". The chapter goes on to

explain that everything is energy and information. Your attention to something energizes it, your

intention transforms it. Therein lies the key, intent is desire without attachment to a particular

outcome. A great quote from the book reads "The past is history, the future is a mystery, and this

moment is a gift... that is why this moment is called the 'present'." So we must learn to accept the

present and intend the future, for the future is created now in the present.
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